TEST STATION
SEE DETAIL BELOW

CONCRETE PAD AS
SHOWN ON WC-14
WARNING/IDENTIFICATION
TAPE SEE NOTE 6 BELOW

STEEL PIPE CASING
SEE WP-04

TEST STATION
BOX SEE WC-14

No. 6 AWG HWPE
CASING TEST
LEADS (YELLOW)

BRASS TAGS TYPICAL
SEE LEGEND

No. 6 AWG HWPE
PIPE TEXT LEADS

9mm (3/8") GRAVEL
OR NATIVE SOIL

BRASS TAG LEGEND
WIRE SIZE IDENTIFICATION STAMP (SEE NOTE 3)
A No. 6 "AGENCY, SIZE, CASING, S OR W"
B No. 6 "AGENCY, SIZE, CASING, S OR W"
C No. 6 "AGENCY, SIZE, SERVICE TYPE, N OR E"
D No. 6 "AGENCY, SIZE, SERVICE TYPE, N OR E"

EXAMPLE: "OWD.20", "CASING.E"
"OWD.12", "WE"

NOTES:
1) REFER TO SECTION 13110 OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
2) PROVIDE ENOUGH SLACK IN EACH WIRE TO EXTEND 600mm (24") ABOVE
TOP OF BOX
3) BRASS TAGS SHALL BE FIRMLY STAMPED WITH 6mm (1/4") HIGH CHARACTERS
AS SHOWN ABOVE. SERVICE TYPE SHALL IDENTIFY THE UTILITY SUCH AS
"W" FOR POTABLE WATER AND "RW" FOR RECYCLED WATER
4) SECURELY ATTACH BRASS TAGS TO TEST LEADS WITH NYLON WIRE TIES
PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF BACKFILL OVER WIRES
5) WIRE TRENCH SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF 600mm (24") DEEP. PLACE 75mm (3")
OF SAND OR DG BEDDING IN TRENCH BEFORE PLACING WIRES. COVER WIRES
WITH 150mm (6") OF SAND OR DG
6) WARNING/IDENTIFICATION TAPE SHALL BE AS CALLED FOR IN SECTION 15000
IN ACCORDANCE WITH WP-01

LEGEND ON PLANS
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